
1.  Add your logo

Use the placeholder as a guide to size your logo, 

ensuring the logo is aligned left. Once your logo is 

correctly placed, delete the placeholder. 

See more instructions on slide 3

Click to add the names of your brand and your solution.

2. Update the headline

Replace this subheader with a one-line summary of the 

benefits for potential customers. Think of the solution from 

their perspective: what does it enable them to do?

5. Summarize the benefits

Use this section to describe the solution details. Try to 

address the following questions:  

● What are common use cases? 

● Why do our technologies work so well together or 

complement one another?

● What are important considerations for customers 

using our technologies together?

6. Expand on the benefits

What do you want your customers to do next? Invite 

them to contact you or visit your website by adding 

a link if required. 

Learn how to add your link on slide 4

Update these opening paragraphs to describe our 

customers’ challenges and introduce your solution. 

● What is the market situation that our joint offering 

helps? Try including interesting data points or trends 

that customers may find find insightful.

● Why is this solution in a unique position to address 

these challenges or obstacles?

Learn how to paste without formatting on slide 4

4. Introduce your solution

Enter a one-line summary/value prop of your solution for 

potential customers.

3. Update the subheader

If you like, include the reference architecture or another 

visual that explains the solution. You can use 

industry-related imagery, or highlight additional content.

Learn how to adjust your image on slide 4

7. Add a call-to-action and link

8. Paste an image or delete the box

Start here

Chrome Enterprise Recommended
Solution Overview with Workplace Pure
Smart Services on demand, that facilitate your working day immediately.

Konica Minolta's cloud platform Workplace Pure
offers a broad range of services that are tailored to
customers' business needs, making everyday
business easier and streamlining business
processes. As part of the Konica Minolta Cloud
Print service, also ChromeOS printing is supported,
providing a secure and simple way to create
a corporate print environment within the Google
Workspace environment.

• You can send print jobs from a ChromeOS device
to the Workplace Pure platform using our Chrome
extension.
• Print jobs can be released on any Konica Minolta
MFP connected to the platform.
• You can also scan paper documents and save
them to your Google Workspace environment.
• No server, hardware or infrastructure needed,
Workplace Pure is a true cloud platform.

Time and cost-savings 

● Short time of implementation 

● No high initial investments 

● Payment based on usage 

Data security 

● Secure handling of data 

● Pseudonymization of user data 

● Secure print, scan and conversion services

 ● Comprehensive Zero Trust cloud ecosystem

 Barely user trainings necessary 
● Intuitive handling enables efficient usage from the

   very beginning
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Discover the benefits
Your flexible platform for smart
business processes with ChromeOS
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https://www.konicaminolta.eu/eu-en/services/smart-cloud-services/workplace-pure

